Press Release
Dynasafe launch Off Gas Treatment systems to the commercial chemical industry
Achema, Frankfurt am Main, Germany - June 15 2015.
Dynasafe, a global market leader in the disposal of unexploded ordnance and other hazardous materials announced
today, at Achema, the world forum for chemical industry, the launch of systems for the treatment of hazardous gases.
During the last 15 years Dynasafe has delivered more than 25 Off Gas Treatment systems (OGT), for demilitarisation
projects; treating waste gases created during the destruction process of explosives and highly toxic chemical warfare
agents. This knowledge and technology has made Dynasafe a world leader within the industry, and today Dynasafe
presents its systems to the chemical industrial market.
Key points:




The systems process a wide variety of both liquids and gases, during the same stage of the operation
The systems are modular, with the opportunity to add further processing steps at a later stage
The systems meet the most stringent international environmental requirements

Thomas Stock, Managing Director, Dynasafe Environmental Systems added, "We are now delighted to be offering our
OGT systems to the chemical industry market. The systems, we launch today to the chemical industry at Achema,
demonstrates Dynasafe’s knowledge and technology in solving the many challenges faced of cleaning toxic gases in a
cost-effective way. We see our systems as a beneficial asset to the chemical industry.”
About Dynasafe
Dynasafe, with headquarters located in Stockholm, Sweden, is a global market leader in the removal, management
and disposal of UXO (Unexploded Ordnance), CBRNe (Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, explosives) and
other hazardous materials both on and off shore.
Through its three business units, Area Clearance, Protection Systems and Demil Systems, Dynasafe is the only global
company capable of addressing the entire ordnance disposal value chain. Globally, Dynasafe has around 400
permanent staff and a large number of additional contracted staff for area clearance projects. The company has
served both public and private customers in more than 70 countries. Dynasafe’s innovative products and extensive
knowledge has made it possible to deliver:




More than 1000 UXO and demining projects worldwide both on and off shore
Over 250 containment chambers and integrated protection systems
More than 20 chemical and conventional demilitarisation plants
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